
Interviewing in American Culture 
 

There are specific challenges that ESL speakers face when interviewing in American culture. There are 

many cultural practices that may be different in English speaking countries than in other countries. 

Below are just some of the main things you should know and practice with us in an ETO class before 

your next important interview. 

  

*Please note that when we refer to American companies/interviewers the same interview approach 

applies for Canadian, British, Australian and Western interviewers. 

 
Structure:  

Interviews with American companies are less predictable 

Interviews can be different depending on the interviewer, industry or company culture 

American interviewers like to change topics and appreciate flexible spontaneity  

 
Selling Yourself: 

Americans sell themselves in job interviews and so should you 

Tell the interviewers about your skills & experiences that will bring value to the company 

Answer your questions with confidence and never try to be humble   

Talk about your results & achievements and your education & responsibilities 

Do not be afraid to talk about yourself and what you have achieved as an individual 

Always use numbers to quantify your achievements  

 
Attitude:  

You should never say anything negative about yourself or about other companies 

Your attitude should show energy and enthusiasm  

Never lie or exaggerate in the interview room 

You should be friendly and treat others respectfully as equals, not as superiors 

You should be open, act yourself, use some humor is ok (we can also help you with that) 



If you are too formal or reserved, it can communicate arrogance (Micah can you change for another 

word)  

 
Hard Questions:  

You may be challenged with a hard or unexpected question or a problem to solve 

Always show you are ready to accept and adapt to new challenges 

When asked about challenges, explain plans & skills you will use to overcome your challenges  

Interview questions may often be about your future plans, goals, projects & contributions 

You will often be asked about your life outside of work, including questions about hobbies, volunteer 

work, memberships in groups or other personal interests  

A good employee is a person who is complete, not just at work, but in personal life also 

You should know about the company and ask the interviewers questions about the company  

 
Organizing Your Ideas: 

Americans organize ideas in a certain way, very similar to bullet point organization  

You should answer questions directly, in summary, and then give the details 

Always answer with important points first and lesser important points last 

If answering a question with multiple answers, give a roadmap first about how you will answer the 

question, AND THEN answer the question piece by piece  

 
Ending an Interview: 

End the interview with a very short summary of how you can create value 

Before leaving, thank each interviewer one by one, using their name  

Send a letter thanking the interviewers 1-2 days after the interview 


